Abstract—This paper presents shared-variable synchronization approaches for dataflow programming. The mechanisms do not require any substantial model of computation (MoC) modification, and is portable across both for hardware (HW) and software (SW) low-level code synthesis. With the shared-variable formalization, the benefits of the dataflow MoC are maintained, however the space and energy efficiency of an application can be significantly improved. The approach targets Dynamic Process Network (DPN) dataflow applications, making them also suitable for less expressive models e.g. synchronous and cyclo-static dataflow that DPN subsumes. The approach is validated through the analysis and optimization of a High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) decoder implemented in the RVC-CAL dataflow language targeting a multi-core platform. Experimental results show how, starting from an initial design that does not use the shared-variable formalism, frames per second throughput performance is increased by a factor of 21.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the field of dataflow programming. This has been driven by the limitation of the frequency increases of deep sub-micron CMOS silicon technology, which has shifted the evolution of processing platforms to systems comprising heterogeneous arrays of parallel processors. The emergence of these manycore architectures poses new problems and challenges for compiling applications efficiently to them. A major challenge is the portability of applications across heterogeneous architectures, in particular, the portability of the parallelism present in each specific application [1]. Dataflow programming, in all its different model of computations (MoCs), is well placed to overcome the challenges of exploiting efficient heterogeneous architectures. Dataflow MoCs are widely used for the specification of data-driven algorithms in many application areas, e.g. video and audio processing, bioinformatics, financial trading, packet switching applications. In these domains, scalability and composability of systems are increasingly important requirements, and dataflow MoCs are an efficient way of implementing algorithms in standardized high-level languages [2], [3], [4].

Dataflow MoCs are architecture agnostic, making them highly valuable for the specification of performance portable applications that can be deployed on a wide variety of computing platforms. Dataflow programs are mapped to specific architectural components with low-level, target specific code synthesis.

By relying on isolation and non-sharing, an actor can access its own state without fear of data-races. The approach can introduce inefficiencies in generated code, e.g. allocations causing high memory use, and high levels of actor idle time whilst data is explicitly copied. As an example, in the context of video compression, the output data generally depends on intermediate data structures that different actors are obliged to replicate since they cannot be shared. This can severely impact both the time and space performance and the energy efficiency of an application.

In this paper, we present a set of shared-variable synchronization approaches that do not require any substantial MoC modification and that are portable both for HW and SW low-level code synthesis. The main advantage of this formalization is the fact that the benefits of the dataflow MoC are maintained, however, the space and time performance and energy efficiency of an application can be significantly improved. The method targets Dynamic Process Network (DPN) dataflow applications, thus making them also suitable for less expressive models e.g. synchronous and cyclo-static dataflow that DPN subsumes.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an overview of current dataflow MoCs and shared-variable approaches. Section III presents a novel and generic shared variable paradigm that can be introduced in a dataflow MoC without fear of data-races. Section IV describes how this methodology has been implemented in the standardized RVC-CAL dataflow language. Experimental results are provided in Section V where an HEVC video decoder implemented using the RVC-CAL dataflow language has been optimized with the use of shared variables. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and discusses future work directions.

II. BACKGROUND WORK

A. Dataflow model of computations

Dataflow programming models have a long and rich history dating back to the early 1970s [5], [6]. As depicted in Fig. 1a, a dataflow program is defined as a (hierarchical) directed graph in which nodes (called actors) represent the computational kernels and directed edges (called buffers) represent the lossless, order preserving, and point-to-point communication channels.
between actors.Buffers are used to communicate sequences of atomic data packets (called tokens). In literature, several variants of dataflow Models of Computation (MoC) have been introduced [6], [7], [8]. One of their common properties is that individual actors encapsulate their own state which is not shared among other actors of the same program. Instead, actors communicate with each other exclusively by sending and receiving tokens by means of buffers connecting them. The absence of race conditions makes the behavior of dataflow programs more robust to different execution policies, whether those be truly parallel or some interleaving of the individual actors.

![Dataflow network configuration](image)

(a) An example of a dataflow network with three actors (i.e. Producer, Filter and Consumer) and two buffers (i.e. b₁ and b₂).

```plaintext
Producer(b₁) -> Filter(b₂) -> Consumer
```

(b) Producer.cal: at each firing it produces a token on output port Y.

```plaintext
actor Producer() => int Y :
    int cnt := 0;
    produce: action => Y:[cnt]
    guard cnt < 3
    do
        cnt := cnt + 1;
    end
end
```

(c) Filter.cal: at each firing it consumes a token from input port X and it produces a token on output port Y.

```plaintext
actor Filter() int X => int Y :
    copy: action X:[a] => Y:[a]
    invert: action X:[a] => Y:[-a]
    schedule fsm statel :
        state1(copy) => state2:
        state2(invert) => state1:
    end
end
```

(d) Consumer.cal: at each firing it consumes a token from input port X.

```plaintext
actor Consumer() int X => :
    consume: action X: [a] => end
end
```

Fig. 1. RVC-CAL program example: dataflow network configuration and actors source code.

DPN is an expressive MoC in comparison with other dataflow models, e.g. by supporting dynamic branching with actor firings predicated on token values. This makes the DPN model sufficient for expressing dynamic, complex algorithms, but comes at the cost of analysis and optimization opportunities. To execute, DPN actors perform a sequence of discrete computational steps (or firings). During each step, an actor can consume a finite number of input tokens, produce a finite number of output tokens, and modify its own internal state variables if it has any. The behavior of a DPN actor is specified as a set of firing rules and firing functions. Formally an actor is defined as a pair of \((f, R)\) such that \(f : S^m \rightarrow S^n\) where \(f\) is a firing function that consumes a token sequence on \(m\) input ports and produces a token sequence on \(n\) output ports, \(S\) is the set of all possible sequences and \(R = [R_1, ..., R_n]\) is the set of firing rules. These rules determine when the actor may fire or not by describing the input sequences and actor states that need to be present for the actor to execute a step (i.e., for it to be enabled). For a given input sequence, the firing functions determine a sequence/state combination for which the actor is enabled according to the firing rule, the output tokens produced in such step, and, if applicable, the next actor state. It must be observed that at each step only one action can be selected and fired. In general, DPN actors may be non-deterministic, which means that the firing function may yield more than one combination of outputs and next states. Furthermore, the execution can be totally dynamic, meaning that the number of consumed/produced tokens may vary according to the input sequence, which severely limits any compile time analysis of DPN actors.

B. Dataflow programming languages

In the last decades, a plethora of different programming languages has been used to model and implement dataflow programs [9]. Imperative languages (e.g. C/C++, Java, Python) have been extended with parallel constructs, or pure dataflow languages (e.g. Ptolemy, Esterel) have been formalized. The RVC-CAL language [10] is the sole standardized dataflow programming language which fully captures the behavioral features of DPN. As an example, the RVC-CAL program reported in Fig. 1a is composed of three actors (i.e., Producer, Filter and Consumer) and two buffers (i.e., b₁ and b₂).

The Producer actor (see Fig. 1b) has an output port \(Y\) connected to \(b₁\), the actor internal variable \(cnt\) and the action (i.e., firing function) labeled as produce. During each firing of the action, the value of \(cnt\) is modified and a token is produced on \(b₁\). Furthermore, the execution of the action is guarded by the guard condition on \(cnt\). The Filter actor (see Fig. 1c) has an input port \(X\) connected to \(b₁\), an output port \(Y\) connected to \(b₂\), the two actions copy and invert, and an actor state machine (FSM) which drives the action selection. The selected action can be fired only if a token is available on \(b₁\) and there is at least one token placed on \(b₂\). During each firing, a token is consumed from \(b₁\) and a token is produced on \(b₂\). The Consumer actor (see Fig. 1d) is composed by the input port \(X\) connected to \(b₂\) and the action consume. The action can be fired only if a token is available on \(b₂\). During each firing, a token is consumed from \(b₂\).

C. Shared-variable approaches

Conventional dataflow encapsulates isolated state inside actors. Their only means of communication is by sending and receiving data through dataflow edges. For example, the only way for the Filter and Consumer actors to know the value of the \(cnt\) variable in Producer is via explicit token passing. Sharing large data structures across multiple actors with token passing can be inefficient for memory use since the shared-nothing dataflow model enforces copying. Combining the dataflow model with transactional memory approaches [11], [12] is a potential solution to this problem, because there is only one copy of the large data structure, with read/modify synchronization controlled by transaction memory protocols.
a) Combining actors and STM: Actor-based programming and Software Transactional Memory (STM) has been recently been combined in [13], although their focus is concurrent agent-oriented cooperative actors in multi-threaded environments, in contrast to our treatment of actors as functional nodes in dataflow graphs. STM and dataflow actor programming is also combined in [14]. Their approach attaches two synchronization points to actors. Actors block until:

1) data at inputs become available, which is the conventional dataflow synchronization mechanism.
2) access to the transactional variables inside its atomic code block are released by another actor.

This contrasts with our approach, which synchronizes access to shared variables using the conventional dynamic dataflow synchronization mechanism of input data availability (the first of those blocking mechanisms), pattern matching on the explicit shared memory protocol signals for actor firing.

b) Efficient Dataflow with Sharing: As the number of parallel tasks increases on parallel hardware, access contention and latency of dataflow communication also increases. At High Performance Computing scale, existing approaches include cache coherent memory subsystems to reduce copying costs of MPI collective operations for data movement between nodes [15]. At embedded FPGA scale, copying quickly becomes prohibitive due to lack of memory, so reusing memories for multiple dataflow buffers is desirable. The approach in [16] statically analyses dataflow programs and computes the minimum buffer requirements for edges between actors. Rather than allocating memory for every edge buffer, the compiler instead reuses memory for multiple edge buffers. The approach is limited to SDF actors, whereas our approach supports dynamic dataflow. Moreover, our approach focuses on shared variables for internal actor data, rather than external shared buffers for communication.

c) Read/Write locks: Readers-writer locks provide synchronization primitives for concurrent access to variables shared between threads. There are many implementations, including pthread_rwlock_t in the POSIX standard, and in languages including C#, Go and Rust. As with our approach they support access policies that prioritise reads or writes (Section III-C). Our actor prioritisation policy also offers a functionality specific priority, whereby communication of high priority computation is encapsulated into prioritised actors (Section III-B).

III. DESIGN ARCHITECTURES

Our shared-variables synchronization architecture is based on the use of a supervisor actor, called the Shared-Memory Controller (SMC), which controls the access right of a single shared (global) variable of a dataflow program network. Fig. 2 depicts the case of a dataflow program composed by a single shared variable, $M$ writers (i.e., actors that have write-only privilege on that variable) and $N$ readers (i.e., actors that have write-read-only on that variable). In general, for each shared variable available on the network, an SMC actor is used to control a mutual exclusion access on the variable according to the design specific requirements. The functionality of the SMC is like the one exposed by a monitor: it does not synchronize all actors at a specific point before allowing them to continue (i.e., like barrier-like synchronization method) but allows them to have both mutual exclusion and the ability to wait (lock) for a certain condition to be true.

There are three variants of the SMC controller:

1) A generic request-go-done transaction protocol. When simultaneous requests occur, the choice of which actor to grant shared memory access to is non-deterministic (Section III-A).
2) An extension of the generic protocol, prioritising shared memory access requests given a predefined actor priority sequence (Section III-B).
3) Another extension of the generic protocol, this time prioritising read requests before write requests or vice versa (Section III-C).

A. Generic Shared Memory Controller Protocol

Each reader/writer actor sends an access request using a token through the respective request buffer to the SMC (i.e., READ_REQ_n for a reader and WRITE_REQ_m for a writer). In other words, the actor fires a lock action transitioning from FSM state $s0$ to $s1$, and successively switch to a waiting state till an unlock token is received from the SMC through the unlock buffer (i.e., READ_GO_n for a reader and WRITE_GO_m for a writer). The actor fires the memory operation (either read or write) by firing the action, transitioning from FSM states $s1$ to $s2$. The memory operation happens during the execution of this action. The $s1 \rightarrow s2$ transition consumes the GO token from the SMC prior to the memory IO and produces a DONE token (either READ_DONE_n or WRITE_DONE_n) when exiting the action. An example is shown in Fig. 2 showing the message sequence between an SMC, two readers $R_1$ and $R_2$ and a writer $W_1$. It shows that multiple readers may read the shared variable, whilst memory write operations locks the memory location to perform it. On a successful memory IO transition, the FSM in readers and writers are reset from $s2$ to $s0$ for the next shared memory transaction.

B. SMC with Actor Priority

The first prioritity-aware SMC controller prioritises requests given a predefined priority order of actors. When handling
new transaction requests, the SMC’s scheduler traverses this priority sequence, serving the transaction request it finds by sending an unblock message. When the SMC is notified that an actor has completed the atomic operation, it schedules the next one (if any) or waits for new requests at the input ports. The state machine of the SMC controller for prioritising actor requests is shown in Fig. 4, which has three states and ten transitions between them.

C. SMC with Read-Write or Write-Read priority
As an alternative to port (i.e. actor) priorities, the other priority-aware SMC design sequences requests according to whether they are read or write requests. That is, the SMC prioritises read requests ahead of any write requests, or vice versa. The state machine of the SMC controller for prioritising actor requests is shown in Fig. 5 which is larger than the FSM for actor priority (Fig. 4), with five states and fifteen transitions between them.

IV. RVC-CAL LANGUAGE EXTENSION
A. Shared Dataflow Variables
In the following section we illustrate how the standardized RVC-CAL language has been extended to support the shared variable functionality. The proposed shared variables solution is supported by the use of a @shared tag as an extension to the RVC-CAL language. An example of its use is shown in Fig. 6. Variables to be implemented as shared variables among multiple actors are tagged with the same ID in each actor, e.g. the sv1 ID in Figs 6a and 6b.

B. Using the SMC Protocols
To interact with shared variables, an actor must:
1) Have an @shared tag attached to the internal variable.
2) Be connected to the SMC actor responsible for protecting transactions on memory for the shared variable.
3) Honour the SMC transaction protocol (Section III) when communicating with the SMC corresponding to that shared variable.

C. Software Implementation
The support for @shared tags is part of the XRONOS [17] CAL to C++ low-level code generation backend implemented by the authors. This is a code generation backend of the widely used Open RVC-CAL Compiler (Orcc) [18]. Through
XRONOS, each actor is transformed into a C++ class that contains the functions corresponding to action computation and its internal actor FSM scheduling. The dataflow graph is transformed into a C++ executable file with a main function that instantiates actors and creates FIFOs, implemented as lock-free circular buffers, and executes actor schedulers until the program terminates. All shared variables are declared in this file and are defined as extern static C++ variables in actor header files, thus all actors point to the same memory region when reading/writing to a shared RVC-CAL variable.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the scope of this work, an High-Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) decoder, also known as MPEG-H Part 2, implemented with the RVC-CAL dataflow language has been used to analyze the acceleration that can be obtained by a dataflow design where (identical) data exchange through FIFO queues can be removed by introducing shared variables among actors. Buffers that impact on the overall program execution time (and decrease the fps performance as a consequence) were identified using the TURNUS design space exploration framework [21] that the authors have developed, that is based on the analysis of the program post-mortem execution trace graph [22]. This information has been successfully used to highlight parts of the design where (identical) data exchange through FIFO queues can be removed by introducing shared variables among actors. Performances of this modified design configuration, denoted by 1-SV-1C in Table I, vary from 29 fps (i.e., high resolution, small QP) to 1030 fps (i.e., small resolution, high QP). The last modification is of the mapping of the SV-1C design to multiple cores in order to verify the effectiveness of this approach also on multi-core configurations. Actors have been partitioned on four different CPU cores using the mapping heuristic algorithms available in the TURNUS frameworks. Performances of this design configuration, denoted by SV-4C in Table I, vary from 37 fps (i.e., high resolution, small QP) to 2523 fps (i.e., small resolution, high QP). The overall performance improvements summary is depicted in Fig. 8.

The base HEVC design has been initially executed using one core partitioning. Table I summarizes the performance results in terms of frame per second (fps) obtained for bitstreams with a resolution from 416x240 pixels and a variable QP from 22 to 37. Performances vary from 6 fps (i.e., high resolution, small QP) to 223 fps (i.e., small resolution, high QP). The first modification changes the base design by introducing only a single shared variable placed between the deblocking filter and the sample adaptive offset filter since in the original design the entire frame-buffer (i.e., a multidimensional array containing the reconstructed pictures) is transferred from one filter to the other using FIFO queues. As such, increasing the image resolution, the number of transferred and identical data increase accordingly. Performances of this modified design configuration, denoted by 1-SV-1C in Table I, vary from 6 fps (i.e., high resolution, small QP) to 225 fps (i.e., small resolution, high QP). Hence, the second step identifies all variables that could be shared among actors. Buffers that impact on the overall program execution time (and decrease the fps performance as a consequence) were identified using the TURNUS design space exploration framework [21] that the authors have developed, that is based on the analysis of the program post-mortem execution trace graph [22]. This information has been successfully used to highlight parts of the design where (identical) data exchange through FIFO queues can be removed by introducing shared variables among actors. Performances of this modified design configuration, denoted by 1-SV-1C in Table I, vary from 29 fps (i.e., high resolution, small QP) to 1030 fps (i.e., small resolution, high QP). The overall performance improvements summary is depicted in Fig. 8.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents shared-variable synchronization approaches for dynamic dataflow programming languages. It combines an \texttt{@shared} RVC-CAL language extension with a shared memory controller (SMC) protocol for multiple actors to reuse one memory region for data sharing. The frames per second performance of an HEVC decoder has a \times 21 speedup using the approach.

Future work could investigate program analysis on dataflow programs that make use of the \texttt{@shared} primitive and the SMC protocol to ensure that 1) all actors using the same shared variable tags are connected to the same SMC, and 2) that these actors conform to the SMC protocol (Section III). We have developed a software implementation of the RVC-CAL language extension that supports shared dataflow variables. In future we intend on developing an FPGA hardware implementation of the \texttt{@shared} language construct and the SMC protocol to reduce memory requirements on low memory embedded architectures. The long-term ambition is to abstract the SMC from explicit use in programs i.e. remove the need to implement Section IV-B manually, and instead, infer those steps during compilation for all occurrences of \texttt{@shared} tags.
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